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Mastani is the vision of Kudrat Makkar, the Founder and Creative Director. Through 
Mastani, she wants to take the customers to a journey into the world of the hands 
that made it and the culture that shaped it. 

By using handmade traditional techniques which are inherited by the artisans from 
their ancestors, her aim is to preserve and revitalise her cultural heritage
through Mastani.

The woman of today has evolved from a stereotyped subservient past to an
individual that commands power and respect.

Mastani embraces this woman.

Inspired by the evolution of modern women to a position of power, Mastani is 
characterised by strength and beauty. With the ideology that embraces cultural 
heritage and contemporary fashion influences, our aim is to inspire confidence and 
empower women to express the multifaceted modern female identity. 

We thrive to preserve and revitalize handmade and traditional techniques which 
are often passed from one generation of artisans to the next. For Mastani, luxury is 
defined by the detail and unique quality that creating a garment by hand brings.

The essence of Mastani is the concoction of age-old craftsmanship and modern 
design excellence with a focus on sophistication and edge. Our artisans are masters 
in embellishment, hand looming, structure and contemporary silhouettes. 
They bring to life the design ethos which is to blend tradition and modernity, 
timelessness and uniqueness. All garment construction is performed in house at
our Mastani atelier.

With a focus on sustainability, Mastani constructs garments within an environment 
that promotes strong ethical practices.

WITH RESPECT TO THE PAST AND AN EYE TO THE FUTURE,

MASTANI IS MELDING TRADITION WITH A VISION  FOR

SLOW FASHION WITH A SOCIAL CONSCIENCE. 



SKU: DR023S003492



SKU: JK001K006647



SKU: DR025C008492



SKU: JK001J033949

SKU: TR014J033949



SKU: SH010S003492



SKU: DR009C008492



SKU: TP005K006647
 



SKU: DR023S012374



SKU: DR026J032374



  SKU: TP005S012374

  SKU: DR008T003999



  SKU: DR004JE04490



  SKU: JK004J032374

  SKU: TR003J032374



  SKU: SH005JE04490



  SKU: DR009J029820



  SKU: JK007JE05820



  SKU: CO03J029820



  SKU: DR003JE05820 



  SKU: DR020AJE06656



  SKU: JK004J032374



  SKU: TP007JE06656



  SKU: DR004JE06656



  SKU: DR027J030820



  SKU: TP013J030820

  SKU: SK004J030820



  SKU: DR009CJ031100



  SKU: DR023S012400
  
  SKU: DR026T003999



  SKU: CO005J031100



  SKU: DR008T003999
  
  SKU: TP002T003999



  SKU: TP019L001999



  SKU: DR009BJ035272



  SKU: DR004AJ035272



  SKU: DR027K007999

  



  SKU: JK003K007999  



 @MASTANI.LABEL

MASTANI.COM.AU


